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RELAX PLAY CREATE
PAINT ‘N’ TIPPLE Nights from January to July 2022
Enjoy a fun relaxing creative night Painting and Tippling on your favourite drinkipoo with friends while
painting on a canvas. The whole process is directed as well as allowing you the FREEDOM to splash into
your own creativity, so no painting experience is required! We promise!!
We supply all the art materials and you BYO drinks and nibbles! The three-hour class caters for mostly
novice painters looking to create a painting you will be proud of. You will wonder where all that creativity
came from! My 20 + years’ experience witnessing this phenomenon is testimony to knowing you will not
be disappointed!
Our step-by-step tutorial makes it easy for you to follow along, while your mind, body and soul RELAX in
the joy of creating. You will notice that we only have 2 paint n tipples per month set on Friday nightshowever you are free to choose if you are coming with a family group and work colleagues on any
weekend day also! Just call us !
PAINT ‘N’ TIPPLE Nights are held on Friday or Saturday nights starting at 6.30pm and finishing around
9.30 pm ish… and Sunday afternoons at 2pm!
The venue is at our studio Anise Art Creative Wellness Studio in Lake Cathie.
We cater for private parties & functions, as well as small group parties, corporate teams, family groups and
Hen’s nights. You can book out a time for your own party that is not on the PNT calendar.
In the past we have catered for birthdays, husband and wife teams, mum groups, cancer recovery groups,
palliative care teams, and family teams… even celebrating end of LIFE groups in honour of someone
crossed over……So far NO ONE has been disappointed!
We can assist you with choosing a painting subject matter of your choice. Our most important aim is that
you enjoy yourself Relaxing, Playing and Creating!
Book now and join in the fun!
Each workshop is $60 per person. You can also UPGRADE for a ~ One Card personal Tarot Reading~ and
‘Wild Orange’ Essential Oil of Abundance at the end of the session for $65. You decide!

Payment details
For individual bookings payment must be made at booking. This is a non-refundable payment, however it can credit
to another session within 3 months of the original booking. For Group bookings a 50% deposit is required on booking
followed by full payment 3 days before the workshop. There are no refunds if one of your group members does not
show up, however they can use the credit for an art lesson.

All payments made to Wanda H Grein BSB: 012-804 ACC: 4740-55855
Please call Wanda for all bookings 0422 029 084 or email her on wanda@aniseart.com.au with your queries and
we can go from there!
What we supply: All art materials, aprons, glassware, music and artistic tuition! What you bring: Your own tipples
and nibbles. Glasses provided.
See you there! Blessings Wanda

PAINT and Tipple 2022 PROGRAM
A New Earth, A Deep Connection, Be Inspired by Creativity

JANUARY
Friday 14 January ~ Whimsical Bikini~
Nothing Better than enjoying the sunshine. Select
from a range of
Paintings to suit your sense of humour and off we
go! This is a popular subject matter to paint, while
you draw, and get creative with painting techniques
on a 16 X 20 inch canvas primed and ready for your
creativity. We varnish your canvas to protect your
creation and enhance the colours! The picture is
just an example. There will be a few ideas for you
on the night to make yours how you want it! A fun
Ladies Night with bubbles in the air!

Level: Easy - Moderate

Friday 28 January ~ By the beach~
Another painting idea for a women’s night! You will be taken step
by step to complete this image…it really is very simple even
though it may look hard! You have choice of colours and ideas
here…the balloon could become a glass of champagne!
Get creative with painting techniques on a 16 X 20 inch canvas
primed and ready for your creativity. We varnish your canvas to
protect your creation and enhance the colours! The picture is just
an example. There will be a few ideas for you on the night to make
yours how you want it! A fun Ladies Night with bubbles in the air!
Level: Easy - Moderate

FEBRUARY
Friday 11 February ~ Koi Fish Harmony~
Koi Fish have always been a topic of Good Feng Shui in any
household. Now is a good opportunity to create YOUR
LUCK!! And in an amazingly simple way your own ‘Good
Fortune’ Symbol! I will show the process, and all you do is
choose your own colours and patterns! You will use a 14 X
18-inch canvas already primed and ready for your creativity.
At the end of the session, we varnish your canvas to protect
your creation and enhance the colours! The picture is just
an example. There will be several ideas for you on the night
to make yours how you want it!

Level: Easy

Friday February 25~Combi Art ~
This can be so much fun…bring your
partner along to have a great fun night
and paint a combi – I have more ideas up
my sleeve for you to choose from- and
there is no need to know how to draw as I
have a way of simplifying everything!
Get creative with painting techniques on a
14 X 18 inch canvas primed and ready for
your creativity. We varnish your canvas to
protect your creation and enhance the
colours! The picture is just an example.
Level: Easy

MARCH
Friday 11 March ~ the deer~
The deer is a popular image in Wall Art- Now you have the opportunity to
create a similar painting to this one- no need to draw as I simplify the
whole issue, all you need to do is paint…we start on the background, and
if you are a paint doodler you will enjoy this art- you also have the options
of using stencils to create the design lines in the painting….also not
forgetting you choose the colour scheme that works in your home!
You will use a 16 X 20 inch canvas already primed and ready for your
creativity. At the end of the session we varnish your canvas to protect
your creation and enhance the colours! The picture is just an example.
There will be several ideas for you on the night to make yours how you
want it!

Level: Easy

Friday 25 March ~ healing lotus
The lotus has always been a favourite. It reminds us of the peace we
can achieve in our LIFE. Most of us do have a little space in our home
for this reminder. I love to integrate symbols, designs and textural
ideas using stencils and iridescent paint to help enhance the
meaning for you. One of my favourite paintings’ workshops! You will
use a 14 X 18-inch canvas and at the end of the session we varnish
your canvas to protect your creation and enhance the colours! There
are other lotus designs to choose from as well!
Level: Moderate

APRIL
Friday 8 April ~TREE of LIFE~
The Tree of Life has always been a symbol of hope and
growth, family and connection. In this session you will
learn how to paint a stylized tree with beautiful bright
colours within the branches and background….you will
have the freedom to include as much detail or simplicity
as you please. A popular class. You will use a 14 X 18 inch
canvas already primed and ready for your creativity. At
the end of the session we varnish your canvas to protect
your creation and enhance the colours! The picture is just
an example.
There will be several ideas for you on the night to make
yours how you want it!
Level: Easy-moderate

Friday 22 April ~ Positive palms~
This is such a fun painting to complete learning how to
blend colours to create a striking sunrise and using Indian
ink to paint the trees or continue to use colours in your
trees. You will use a 14 X 18-inch canvas already primed
and ready for your creativity. At the end of the session,
we varnish your canvas to protect your creation and
enhance the colours! The picture is just an example.
There will be several ideas for you on the night to make
yours how you want it!

Level: Easy

MAY
Friday 6 May ~Moo Madness~
Wow this is different- with a few interesting images to play with you
will be able to create this Cow or something simpler!
Simple earthy colours with bold lines, and a smidge of colour to
accentuate the flowers…a step by step process to enjoy!
You will use a 14 X 18-inch canvas already primed. We varnish your
canvas to protect your creation and enhance the colours! The picture
is just an example.
Level: Moderate

FRIDAY 20 May ~The Peacock ~
Have fun with this camel painting, something you can create
very simply. You will have other images of camels to utilise
and using creative stencils in the background! All said, you can
combine them together to create your own camel
masterpiece! You will use a 14 X 18-inch canvas already
primed and at the end of the session we varnish your canvas
to protect your creation and enhance the colours! The picture
is just an example. There will be several ideas and other
images to choose from on the night to make yours how you
want it!
Level: Easy to Moderate

JUNE
Friday 6 June ~Buddha Love~
Buddha has always been one of my favourites to paint. It is always a
very healing process! In this workshop you will enjoy learning about
how to create textural effects using different painting implements, and
how to mix colours successfully without muddying the colours! You
have enough scope to add other ideas that I will have ready for you
just in case you want to do that! An extremely popular workshop!

Level: Moderate

Friday 23 July ~ Healing with Trees~
These trees remind me of the Ghost gums when they
shed their winter bark, that orange colour always looks
spectacular in the Summer months. In this workshop you
will learn how to create the background first then add
your trees and colours together. You will be using acrylic
paint and Inks to achieve that runny look. We use
medium in the acrylic paints to create the fluid soft look,
and you can also contrast the textures with a more
structured paint in the foreground! Your Creativity
comes to life when you just start!

Level: moderate

JULY
Friday 30 July ~ The Bird~
A rather simple image but of so meaningful. Birds represent the
element of Air, and even though each species of bird has its own
specific Totem meaning. The bird itself is asking you to lighten up,
maybe life has been heavy for you. Bird also symbolises immortality,
departed souls, and spirit messengers to representing fertility,
protection, and strength.
As simple as this image looks it is one of the most satisfying images to
paint!
Level: Easy

Friday 19 November ~ The Dancer~
A little bit of Degas in the mix here!
An excellent introduction to blending and layering with acrylic paint! This
is a wonderful opportunity to play with colours and learn about toning
and layering. Everyone from all walks of life seems to love a ‘dancer “
Follow my simple methodology to create an a mini masterpiece- would
make a lovely gift for a grand daughter!
You will use a 14 X 18-inch canvas and at the end of the session, we
varnish your canvas to protect your creation and enhance the colours!
The picture is just an example. There will be a few ideas for you on the
night to make yours how you want it!
There will be other simple images to select from…great for you if you
have a grand daughter who love dancing!! A Great pressy for LIFE!

REMEMBER…. Art is about stepping into your own power house of
Creativity!
All you need to do is say yes, even if you believe you cannot paint to
save your life!
Paint’ n ‘Tipple workshop events are the perfect occasion for
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Birthday groups
Girlies get togethers
Hen’s Events
Corporate functions
Staff nights
Couples Night
Bucket List Priorities

There is a depth to art that touches the Soul, gets you present to your TRUE SELF …I have
witnessed this so many times, people transforming their lives by just attending a quite
simple art workshop!
If the paint brush is calling you, I honestly suggest you answer the call…….
I remember a lovely lady who rang me enquiring about the Paint n Tipple workshops.
She wanted to do something for her friend who was recovering from cancer. She knew that
she loved painting, and she just had not the energy nor motivation during chemo. So all the
girls got together and participated in a “Barcelona Night” which we created together!
Needless to say they all had so much fun even the girls who thought they were not arty! The
music and energy in the room was of celebration and pure joy… and mess! A blessing is
always precious, cause a few months, unbeknownst to anyone their beautiful friend silently
crossed over the Rainbow Bridge!
In fondest memory of Jan…

